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III. Media eo.erage of the DeClaration
George Gerbner

Note:

Originally, it was hoped that a full.scale review of the media coverage given to the Declaration could be
provided to the Symposium. However,'given the time constraints (and the relative paucity of the cOver·
age, especially since its adoption) the paper by George Gerbner covers only the US press, as a single case
study, and the bulk of his contribution is necessarily concerned with press treatment in the course of
the Declaration's 'preparation and negotiation.

The task of 'this. paper was to synthesize research on the coverage of the Mass Media Declaration in the American
press. The paucity of research -and of coverage - bearing directly on that topic made the task seem easy, ifnot
superfluous. But research on ',Qther' aspects,of the Declaratldn and of Unesco's treatment'in the press (cited in the
footnote,) helped illuminate the significan"" of the scant press attention given to the Mass Media Declaration.
The institutional structure and resource base of any press system - nCit its rhetoric - defines the orientation
from which it views the world. From 65 to 75 per cent of the content of the American daily press (and most large·
circulation peri~dicals) is devoted to paid service for the principal clients and sponsors, the adverti.sers.
Dependence . of mostly localized marketing and the private interests may help account for tho fact that the American press is probably the bulkiest and one of the most parochial in the world. Less than 10 per cent of total
space in the 'average daily paper -jsdevoted to gerieral news, and a small proportion of that-, even in elitepape'rs, to
news of the world. A comparative study of foreign news coverage ranked thi! American press first in the length of
foreign news items but last in the number of stories and percentage of news space devoted to world news, behind,
in that ,orderj representative Eastern European, Western EUro'pean, Third World, and Soviet dailY papers. 1

Within that 'sparse 'co~erage,i"ternational organizational affairs are among the least-reported. A c;omprehensive
t? be sporadic, crisis oriented, dealing mostly' with issues of domestic economic
i'nterest, increasing i'n fractiousness and-decreasing-in volume throug the: 1960's and early 1970's.2 Pre_ss coverage

study found U. N. press coverage

of Unesco shares some of these Characteristics.
E){cept for , periods of high tension, international political and organizational affairs are noted mainly, :if. at all.

in the elite press. The New York Times is the most prominent of these because of its political inflyence androle
as a "newspaper- of .record". Its Index provides a useful indicator of the attention the Times pays to different
topics 'over'time ..

More than half (56 per cant) of all listings of stories and articles in the Times from 1960 through 1985 were in
the three peak years of 1974, 197.5 and 1984. The first two ref lex ted the. crisis over Unesco condemnations of
Israeli occupation policies; the. third, hews of the U. S. withdraWal from Unesco. Most other· years' listings occupied
no more than 2 per cent of thi! l!;.year total. The year the Declaration was approved; 1978, with barely l~r
cent of the listings, was one of the lowest. Its significance can best be assessed in light of what preceded and
followed it.
Coverage before the Declaration
The Times' coverage of Unesco in the 1960's was scant and bland, reflecting the Organizations i $ educational,

scientific and dultural work. Political controversies at the General Assembly typically dominatedU. N. news
coverage. The .1960 "summit". session of the U. N.General . Assembly in New York took the limelight from the
biennial Unescd~ General Conference meeting in Paris.

No press att~ntion was paid to a resoluti.on by the Byelorussian delegate to Unesco's 16th General Conference
in 1970. The r~solution encouraged the ui. ·of information in the figHt "against propag"nda on behalf of war,

rC':lcialism and hatred among nations ..::

The 17th General Conference, two years later, passed amotion, opposed by the U.

S.,t~

instruct the Director·

General to draft a declaration embodying the principles of the mass media resolution. The debate gave no warning

of the storm this would eventually raise. j The Times, which had editorially hailed Unesco's 25th anniversary a
. year before, paid no attention.
1 George Gerbne~ and George Marvanyi. '-The MJny Worlds of ,the Wdrld's Press"~ Journal of Communication, Winter, 1977
2 Alexander Szall1i, The United Nations and the News Media. New York: Unltar, 1972
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The 1974 Index accounted for 17 per cent and the 1975 Index 21 percent of its 15·year Unesco listings. Most
of that was devoted to the issue of Israeli excavations "altering the historical features" of occupied Jerusalem and
of Israel's consequent exclusion from some regional conferences. The 1975/nd9xlistings, longest of the 15·year
period, also included stories on ,the ,introduction of an ,Arab ,resolution conde"mning Zionism as, a form'of· raci'sm.
While the committee of experts was debating the draft declaration, a resolution equating Zi~nism with racism

was inserted into its preamble. The Western delegates left the meeting in protest. In their absence. the draft was
approved and forwarded to the·Director·General for submission to the 19th General Conference.
The Times reported on December 18, 1975,that the anti·Zionistresolution was included in "an official docu·
ment at a conference On how ~he world news media should trE!at subjects such as iaci,s m ~nd war propaganda".
The next day ' an even longer story about the same session ,gave three Jines 'to the substance of the resolution.
noting only that it aimed to define "what the role of the news media should be in combating racism, warpropa·
ganda, and apartheid".
Not reported in the otherwise extensive coverage were key provisions that were to figure prominently in later
attacks on the Mass Media Declaration - from which ' by then they had been deleted. These provisions included
Article 12: "States are responsible for the activities in the international sphere of all mass media under their juris~
diction;" reference to U.- N: declarations·of. human; -civil, and economic rights, to !ree and balanced inter.change
of info-rmation, to the training and .protection of journal.ists, to the development of an international code of journalisticethics, and to the right of reply if"the circulation~ qf erroneous news reports has serfbusly impaired"
efforts to strengthen "peace and international understarlding and to combat·war· propaganda, racis~ and. apartheid .. !'.
The 19th General Conference met in Nairobi in 1976. Western -pressure and withholding American contributions helped to calm the anti·Zionist .furor. The Times Index listings fell from 21 per cent the year before to 7
per cent of the 15·year total, most of it still devoted to Israel. However,wire services gave the draft declaration
-more attention, an~ devoted 40 per cent of coverage t6 mass media _issues in general, which now also inc1ud~d the
Tunisian-initiated demand fora "new international information order" "Of more balanced flow of news. 4 .Promises
of American help for Third World media development and acknowledgment of a global information imbalance
helped to defuse what the Times called "the potentially. explosive issue of press freedom". A group of "wise
men" was to be commissioned to·study mass media issues. The draft declaration was referred to more experts for
. further"consultation. negotiation, compromise; and submission to the next General Conference.

Coverage of the Declaration
The"divisions and tactics of Nairobi .were still in evidence asthe20th General Conference opened in Par.is. ·Far
from agreeing on a draft, Western, Socialist, Third Wor.ld, and other factions submitted widely diverging versions
and amendments of their own. On the. eve of the conference, Leonard Sussmim,. executive director·. of Freedom
House, warned in Newsweek (Oct. 2, 1978) that "international forums increasi"ngly threaten to make governmental control of the news media the model for a New World Information Order," and advised American delegates to
line up with the "moderates" to "undercut Marx_ist "efforts to exploit Third World dissatisfaction".
The New York Times was uncompromising,ancf ultimately prophetic~- "If it turns out to be impossible: to reject
this attempt to tamper_with our basic principles," a Times editorial declared on November 8, "there is always the
alternative of rejecting Unesco itself".
While feverish diplomacy and further U. S. assurances of technical help to Third World media sought to defuse
another potential explosion, Time magazine ran a story of tlie controversy on November 20 and concluded: "The
heart of the conflict is a fundamental, perhaps irreconcilable disagreement over the role of the press."
Two days later, however, it seemed that the disagreement had been reconcited . Most objectionable features
had been deleted and Western-oriented provisions inserted into the final draft. The Associated Press from Paris'
hailed the ; 'unanimous consensus ... endorsing the freedom of the-press". It noted that the "consensus, given in
thunderous applause ... represented ... a significant diplomatic reversal in favor of the West and the moderate
developing ,nations".
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The Washington Post cited Ambassador Reinhardt saying "We see no lingering hint or state controi" in the
Declaration. "In any case, he noted, 'this declaration is unenforceable in the usual legal sense'." But the Post also
observed that "Some Western editors and publishers say it Was a mistake for the West to take part in any Unesco
media negotiati6nsat all",

Most .initial news stories·were positive, ·and editorials' cautiously optimistic. "A long·festering threat to world
press freedom was diverted in Paris" said the Christian Scienre Monitor. CAUTIOUS V ICTORY declared the Port·
land Oregonian, noting that "The adopted declaration eliminated a'il Soviet-sponsored language that would have
sanctioned government restriction of the, news media both inside and outside a nation's. borders; It rejected fully
the 'right' of governments to reply to news accounts they deemed objectionable, a clear imposition of govern·
mental views on the media. It urges, rather than binds journalists to be concerned ;about the promotion ()t human
rights and Unesco's stated goal of'combatting warmongering, raCism and apartheid."
The New York Times dispatch from Paris, carried under the full text of theDeclaration,led with ,epo'rting
approval of '8 "com'promise declaration on'world news coverage'that eliminates all mention of government control
of the news". It noteathat "The declaration is not binding on any country. However, the United States and other
nations advocating a free -press feared that a-draft _condoning government control of.. the press would have given
moral support and encouragement to any countries-wishing to impose- restrictions on press corevage."
The facade of euphoria, or even cautious optimism, was shattered on November 27 when both The New York
Times and the Washington Postran lengthy editorials oothe Declaration. Mocking . Reinhardt, the Times called it
"a triumph of obfuscatiOn, and "an !ffront to the very idea of communication". It observed that 'Western
diplomats are congratulating themselves on having turned a dangerous international dedaration into
incompre·
hensible hodgpodge of slongans and prescriptions." And it declared that the American representatives who signed
it"wer. not speaking for the free press, of the United States ..."
"Only censors of this world need any such declaration and they will not heed the hypocritical provisions th'a t
champion freedom of expression ,and free access to information. As we have noted before~ the sin of war propaganda in the Sov"ietUnion can be no more than a discussion of'military contingencies; the sin of racism, in the
eyes of a U..N. majority, includes anything favorable taZionism."
"At the "~isk- of giving Pravda a b"rand "
new case ofamm"unition'against the depravitie"
s of American s()cieW","let
us put the matter bluntly, as our diplomats should have: to Americans, there can be no free speech or 'balanced'
-news unless those who advocate racism and _apartheid and, yes, war _are also free to speak. We do not negotiate
codes of press behavior with our government and should not be negotiating them with any other .....
The Washington Post editorial of the same day was equally firm. After expressing the opinion that the out·
come of the lengthy mass media debate "has to trouble deeply all those truly interested in ... the 'free floW' of in'
formation and ideas," the editorial went on to comment:
''We don't wish to seem ungracious "for official effort"s l,Indertaken in our, that "is-to say, the We~tern media's
behalf. It is evident, however, that by helping to write and by approving even a moderate declaration like this
one, the Western delegations condoned the idea that it "is whithlnthe proper province of governments t9 call the
media tune. That this particular tune - this time-around - is less dirge -than walk-on music is nice:but essentially
irrelevant. Why else, atter all, would it be supported by all the totalitarian states, both the communist ones, which
practice media control systematically as a matter of ideology, and the Third World states, which practice it more
casually as a matterof political convenience,
"Indeed, in a field so contentious, how can something acceptable to, let us say, the Soviet Union or Nigeria,
be also acceptable to the West? ... "
Time magazine reflected on December 5 that "Though U. S. delegates would have "preferred no declaration,
they found the weakened version acceptable. Observed Newsday President William Attwood, a U. S. media
representative pn the American delegation: 'If there is a reptile in the house, far better to have it a garter snake
than a rattlesnake: ..
It may be, as Sussman' argued, that "Despite the bland nature of the Declaratio~ ... the memory of the bitter
debates far surpassed the understanding of the text of the final document. Unesco was believed to seek control
of the independent press, notwithstanding the fact Unesco rejected the press-control draft of the Declaration."
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The aftermath

A suc~ssion of forums and conferences involving, sometimes 'only marginally, the "new international informa- .
tion order:". inextricably confused in the American press, with the Mass Media Declaration, continued to inflame
the coverage.

Except for a brief flury of news of its approval, what little attention was paid to the Mass Media Declaration
and subsequent 'developments was one-dimensional. Leonard ,Sussman observed that the journaliSts who featured
speeches and intentions they 'considered inimical "seldom 'reported with equal fervor or as pro'minently the defeat '
in UnestX>_of all proposa_'s f,?r censorship.-licensing of journalists and similar press~ontrol measures"~ No other
aspect of Unesco management or policy received such _hostile treatment.

It is unlikely that readers of the press, perhaps any press, could gain a realistic understanding of the positions
and conflicts involved (and reconciled) in the Mass Media Declaration. A study ofthe French press found it equally
sparse and simplistic, ~nd almost as monolithic. 6
An apparent conflict with its own -imtitutional interests seems' to -have prevented the American -press from
ushlg its unique constitutionally protected independence to report a :reasonable diversIty of AmeriCan -and inter~

national perspectives. The inability of the free press to free itself from its own institutional blinders does not
augur well for anvgreater understanding and effectiveness of the Mass Media Declaration in the)uture than has
been achieved in the past. Vet to abandon the quest is alsoself·defeating. The historic international adjustments
of media perspeclivogreflected in the Declaration, however imperfeCt, cannot I;>e indefinitely ign()red,obscured,
or denied. The search for new and creative approaches to this dilemma is a worthy task for this Symposium.
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